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To look into problem of the usage of two rare cuneiform signs (qa- and ba-) in texts, written in Old, 
Middle and New Hittite language. The main object is to find out how often these signs have been 
used phonetically in Old Hittite, competing with more common signs pa-, ka-, ga-, in what meaning 
and in what type of lexics, if such usage is detected. The research is based on the principles of 
corpus linguistics and is going to eventually cover the absolute majority of the published Hittite texts.
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Methods:

Results: Up to now I have searched through the files of StBoT 1–5. As to the qa-, so far I found more than 60 
signs. As to the ba-, I have met with only about 15 signs. All of them but three are attested in New 
and Late New Hittite texts, only one of ba- signs and two of qa- signs are attested in Middle Hittite 
texts.

Conclusions: For the time being statistical data confirm my hypothesis that sign qa- belongs to the new Hittite 
period, and sign ba- marks only borrowed lexics.

For the first stage of our investigation I took all publications of StBoT series. 
The goal is to scan all texts in the publication including dictionaries and choose all forms of words, 
where a qa- or ba- cuneiform sign appears. 
I am going to form a catalog of all such cases. 
Every time that one of these signs is detected, we form a new line with the following data: 
— a form containing the sign, 
— lexeme, 
— address of the form (e.g. Bo 2741+ (KUB 31.61) i 9), 
— period when the tablet has been written down, 
— period when the protograph of the text has been created, 
— CTH number of the text.
The corpus for the research is planned to include not only Hittite texts, but also Akkadian, Hurrite, 
Huttish, Luvian, because there might exist a probability of a link between statistical frequency of the 
phonetically used signs qa-, ba-, on the one hand, and language of the text, on the other.
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